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What Activities Are Essential When There Is A Death? 
 Description Of What Takes Place During a Wake 
     1. Aya (death wail ritual) 
  a. Describe the steps of how it's done. 
   When there is a death, immediately a very close relative 
   of the deceased must perform the death wail. The death  
   wail includes lamenting or talking to the deceased while 
   wailing (Hlg.”panalabiten”) talking to the deceased  
   verbally expressing sorrow over the loss. The wailer can  
   be at the side of, at the feet of or at the head of the   
   deceased.  

• Why did you leave us? 
• Who will care for us? 
• Who will provide food for us? 
• Who will put our children through school? 

  b. What will happen if it is not done?  
    The family will be shamed in the community.  
  c. What will people say if it is not done?  
   People in the community will not say anything directly to 
   the family of the deceased but will look at them with  
   disapproval and talk about them behind their back. An  
   older person will gently rebuke the family by asking why 
   the death wail was not performed. They will not force  
   them to do the death wail. Just asking why it wasn’t done 
   is enough of a rebuke to chastize the immediate family of 
   the deceased. 
  d. Why do people do the death wail? 
   It shows how much the deceased was loved and how  
   much they will be missed. 
  e. The burial is the last time the death wail would be done. 
   After that the family will cry or sob in the regular way  
   and not with the traditional wailing. 



 Note: If someone has a question to the grieving spouse or family 
 member while they are performing the death wail, the person will 
 immediately stop wailing respond to the person in a normal voice as if 
 they had not been crying at all and then continue wailing as before. 
 This signals the ritual aspect of wailing. 
 
  2. Kasyaman (nine-day prayer ritual) 
  a. Describe what is done in the ritual: 
   They pray for the dead for nine days.    
   They will call for people who is skilled at saying   
   prayers for the dead. What they are doing  is to pray for 
   the dead every evening before beginning to play at the  
   place where the deceased is laid out. When the deceased  
   is buried they stop the playing. But they continue with  
   the saying of prayers for the dead. It is forbidden to  
   sweep the floor or area where there is a death vigil going  
   on. It  is forbidden for the members of the family of the  
   deceased to take a bath. The members of the family  
   should take part in the saying of prayers for the dead. 
   There should always be members  of the family beside  
   the coffin or place where the deceased is laid out. If  
   someone arrives at the house during the saying of   
   prayers, the family members or people taking part in the  
   saying of prayers are not to talk to them or say, “Come  
   inside.” It is forbidden to play any string instruments. 
   It is also forbidden for the women in the family of the  
   deceased to put on make-up, face powden or try to look  
   nice.      
  b. When is the ritual done, and Why is it done? What is the  
   purpose for doing it? 
   Saying the prayers starts on the first night of the day the  
   person died until the ninth day after their death. What  
   they do is for the salvation of the soul of the deceased. 
  c. What will happen if it is not done? Or if it is not done   
   properly?  
   The soul of the deceased will keep coming  back to the  
   earth and will not rest in the other life. 
  d. What do the people say when it’s not done? 



   They will say that maybe the soul of the deceased will  
   bother them or not allow them to sleep. Maybe the soul  
   will return to them. 
  e. How will they treat someone who does not do the ritual? 
   They will say that they are not concerned for the soul of  
   the deceased. 
  f. What pressures are put on the family to do the ritual? 
   The family don’t have much of a choice because this is a  
   very important ritual unlike the wailing ritual. A usual  
   rule that will be used is that the one paying for the   
   funeral expenses or the one whose house the deceased is  
   laid out will be the one to decide whether or not the ritual 
   will be done. The family will follow their decision   
   whether they like it or not. 
  g. What emotions does the family feel that leads them to do the  
   ritual? 
   They fear gossip and the fact that it might be true that the 
   soul of the deceased will be restless and keep returning to 
   disturb them or another member of the family until they  
   perform the ritual or do something else advised by the  
   shaman. Or they could have a very large financial   
   expense to pay back if advised to do this by the shaman. 
  h. What burdens does it place on the family to do it?  
    
 3. Kwarinta Diyas (Forty Days) 
  a. Describe what is done in the ritual: 
   During this time the family will continue having prayers  
   said for the dead even though the deceased has already  
   been buried and even after the nine-day ritual. 
  b. When is the ritual done, and Why is it done? What is the  
   purpose for doing it? 
   Some people count the Forty Days from the death. They  
   believe that saying prayers during the nine-day ritual that  
   the soul rests and goes straight to purgatory. They need to 
   say prayers in order to help the soul of the deceased to  
   cross-over from purgatory and go into heaven. Others 
   believe (count) from the end of the nine-day ritual until  
   forty days for continuing saying prayers. 
  c. What will happen if it is not done? Or if it is not done   
   properly? 



   This happens often when a believer marries an  
   unbeliever. The same rule would be followed that the  
   family will follow the wishes of the one paying the  
   funeral expenses. However if the believers are paying for 
   the expenses or sharing the expenses, they might   
   negotiate for a compromise which may or may not be  
   honored.  
   (Note: In one case a Baptist parents  of the deceased  
   asked for just one day for the pastor to share during the  
   vigil period. The spouse of the deceased agreed however  
   later after the pastor had gone the spouse called the priest 
   to come. However, without planning, it just so happened  
   that after the priest left a pastor friend of the family came 
   by later than expected. So the believers in the family  
   were comforted by this.) 
  d. What do the people say when it’s not done? 
  e. How will they treat someone who does not do the ritual? 
   The relatives of the deceased will be angry with those 
   opposing this important ritual. 
  f. What pressures are put on the family to do the ritual? 
   The belief is that the soul of the deceased will not reach 
   heaven. 
   They believe the soul of the deceased will keep coming  
   back and might also be angry at them. 
  g. What emotions does the family feel that leads them to do the  
   ritual?   
  h. What burdens does it place on the family to do it?  
  
 4. Ukas Lalaw (end of mourning period) 
  a. Describe what is done in the ritual: 
   It is forbidden for the spouse of the deceased or any  
   members of the family to marry within a year after the  
   death of an immediate family member. 
   It is also forbidden for the husband of a deceased spouse  
   or their sons to court anyone for a year after the death of  
   their spouse or mother. 
  b. When is the ritual done, and Why is it done? What is the  
   purpose for doing it? 
 



   Umpisa bilang an alin ta adlaw na pagkamatay asta about 
   ta isya taon. May anen pagpangaddi ta kilem ta ukas  
   lalaw. May anen man kumbira naan ta adlaw ta yon na  
   ukas lalaw. Beet ambalen na maat ya na ula pa ukas- 
   lalaw, dili en maat. Pangaddian danen napatay ya para  
   masiguro na magpalangit kalag din ya. 
  c. What will happen if it is not done? Or if it is not done   
   properly? 
   Basi kalag ya naan ta purgaturyo pa na kinanglan pa   
   pangaddian tenged daw dili basi na kalag ya naan pa ta  
   purgaturyo mapunta ta impirno.  
  d. What will people say if it is not done? 
  e. How will they treat someone who does not do the ritual? 
   People will look at them with disapproval behind their  
   backs. 
  f. What pressures are put on the famikly to do the ritual? 
   They are fear being bothered by the soul of the deceased. 
  g. What emotions does the family feel that leads them to do the  
   ritul? 
   They fear being shamed by what people will say. 
  h. What burdens does it place on the family to do it?  
   They fear the members of the family of the deceased will 
   be angry at them. 
 5. Paglebbeng (the burial) 
  a. The body must be buried facing east. 
  b. Personal effects of the deceased are placed in the grave with  
   him or her. 
  c. People at the grave site will throw flowers and earth into the  
   grave before it is covered with earth. 
  d. Small children and babies of the immediate family are   
   carried back and forth across the width of the grave so  
   as to cut off contact with the deceased and the living.  
   This is the reversal practice of “unaan” (first) where you  
   do something to the spirit of the deceased before the  
   deceased will do it to you. Since it is forbidden to walk  
   over a grave, they will do it ‘first’ in the form of a ritual. 
   So it means they will do this to the deceased first before  
   the deceased will do this to them. 
 
 6. Pag-uli (returning home) 



  a. After going home the family members need to smoke   
   themselves (magpaaso) before they go home. They will  
   build a small fire using leaves that create smoke. Then  
   they will pass through the smoke or using their hands  
   they will wave/scoop the smoke in their direction wiping  
   it over their body. In the past this was done at the   
   cemetery. Today, those who still practice this particular  
   ritual will wait until they go home to build a personal  
   fire for the family. Then they will take a bath before  
   going into the house.



Action Plan 
Part 1. 
Verbalize cultural understandings in your place concering the ritual. Work 
with the Christians in your place to verbalize the reasons for why the ritual is 
done and verbalize what will happen if the ritual is not done. Come up with 
ways to present Scripture as God’s way for meeting that need. 
 
Part 2. 
Strengthening the believers in your place. Come up with some  ways you 
plan to offer support to the Christians in your place when other believers 
want to continue doing those rituals. 
 
Part 3. 
Redeem rituals so that Christians have a way to respond to the need of the 
people who want to do those rituals. What is a way to work with the people 
so that the rituals will line up with the Scripture ? 


